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Learning Outcome No. 1 : Reads numbers up to 9999. 

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Reads numbers up to 9999. (Reads at least 
two numbers in each row correctly.) 

3

Reads numbers up to 999. (Reads at 
least two numbers from  Row No. 1 to 5 
correctly.) 

2

Reads numbers up to 99. (Reads at 
least two numbers from Row No. 1 to 3 
correctly.) 

1

No expected response. 0

Learning Outcome No. 2 : Uses the standard algorithm for addition and subtraction. (Where 
answer does not exceeds than 999.) 

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Solves addition/subtraction examples 
answers not exceeding than 999. (Solves 
7/8 example from table correctly.)  

3

Solves addition/subtraction examples 
answers not exceeding than 999. Without 
borrowing (Solves 5/6 example from table 
correctly.)  

2

Solves addition/subtraction examples 
answers not exceeding than 999. (Solves 
3/4 example from table correctly.)  

1

No expected response. 0

Activity : Number table.

Row No. 1 5 7 6 2

Row No. 2 21 45 19 70

Row No. 3 83 66 99 59

Row No. 4 137 276 312 681

Row No. 5 791 630 902 444

Row No. 6 2832 3719 5002 6346

Teacher Instructions : First ask child to read numbers in the table one by one. After reading any number 
if child stops for 10 second. Ask him to read next number. If he can't read 3 to 4 numbers continuously 
then stop this activity and give him scale as per Rubric criteria.  

Teacher Instructions : Student can use separate paper/notebook to solve this activity. If student 
does not respond or wrongly respond for 3-4 times continuously then stop this activity and give 
him scale as per Rubric criteria.

Activity : Algorithm for addition and subtraction. 

1) 21 + 14 = 2) 36 + 57 =

3) 527 + 26 = 4) 305 + 275 =

5) 66 − 35 = 6) 51 − 24 =

7) 786 − 45 = 8) 271 − 138 =
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Learning Outcome No. 3 : Uses (the standard algorithm for) addition and subtraction in daily 
life situations where answer does not exceeds than 999.

Activity : Verbal examples

1) Aastha has collected 13 postal tickets. If 
her father gives her 6 more postal tickets 
then how many tickets does she have now?

2) There are 18 mango trees and 12 chikku 
(sapodilla) trees in a garden so how many 
total trees are there in that garden?  

3) John has 16 crayons out of them, He gave 5 
crayons to vikram then how many crayons 
are left with john?

4) There are 30 caps in a box. Out of them 13 
are red and remaining are blue then how 
many blue caps are there in that box?

5) Seema has 8 flowers and Aakash has 6 more 
flowers than her, then how many flowers are 
there with Aakash?

6) Aman has 16 kites and Rekha has 8 kites then 
how many more kites has Aman than Rekha?

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Identify and use appropriate operation to 
solve problems in daily life.
(Solves 5-6 examples accurately.)

3

Identify and use appropriate operation to 
solve problems in daily life.
(Solves 3-4 examples accurately.)

2

Identify and use appropriate operation to 
solve problems in daily life.
(Solves 1-2 examples accurately.)

1

No expected response. 0

Teacher Instructions : Student can use separate paper or notebook to solve 7 these examples. If 
student does not respond or wrongly respond for 3 - 4 times continuously then stop this activity 
and give him scale as per Rubric criteria.

Learning Outcome No. 4 : Do and applies multiplication tables (2 to 10) and uses division fact (up 
to number 9.)

Activity : Number operations. (Multiplication 
and Division

1) 34 × 2 =           2) 56 × 16 =

3) If there are 8 tiles 
in a row, how many 
tiles will there be in 
such three rows?

4) If one book costs 
Rs. 85 then what 
is the total cost of 
such 5 books?

5) 47 ÷ 3 = 6) 54 ÷ 5 =

7) There is a pack 
of 8 sticks of ice 
cream. How many 
bundles of 4 sticks 
each will be formed 
from that?

8) 22 flowers are 
distributed equally 
among 8 children, 
how many flowers 
will left after 
distribution?

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Solves examples using multiplication/
division operation. (Solves 7-8 examples 
correctly.)

3

Solves examples using multiplication/
division operation. (Solves 5-6 examples 
correctly.)

2

Solves examples using multiplication/
division operation. (Solves 3-4 examples 
correctly.)

1

No expected response. 0

Teacher Instructions : Student can use separate paper or notebook to solve these examples. If 
student does not respond or wrongly respond for 3 - 4 times continuously then stop this activity 
and give him scale as per Rubric criteria.
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Learning Outcome No. 5 : Identifies the whole, half, quarter of given whole or group of objects.

Activity : Fraction
Q. Identify the shaded area of given figure. 
(at least two answers to be correct from  
each sub-questions is necessary.)  

1)

2)  

3)

 Q. Identify the rounded part of given group of 
objects. (from Q. 4 to 6) 

   4)

 5)

 6)

 7) How many metres will be of half of 24 

metre rope?   

 8) Sameedha gave quarter portion of 100 Rs. 
to her brother then how much money/rupees 

did she give to her brother?  

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Identifies the whole, half, quarter of 
given whole group of objects. (Solves 7-8 
examples accurately.)  

3

Identifies the whole, half, quarter of 
given whole group of objects. (Solves 5-6 
examples accurately.)  

2

Identifies the whole half, of given whole 
group of objects. (Solves 3-4 examples 
accurately.)  

1

No expected response. 0

Teacher Instructions : Draw the shapes/figures on blackboard or show images from this paper and 
record student response as per Rubric scale.
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Activity : Data Analysis.
Observe the picture of vehicles parked in parking lot 

and answer the questions.

Parking lot

 1) Which vehicle is most in number in the parking?

 2) How many two wheelers are there in parking lot?

Learning Outcome No. 6 : Identifies/Recognises patterns in numbers, events and shapes expands 
them and discuss their rules. 

Activity : Pattern

1) ?

2) ?

3) ?

4) A BB A ?

5) ?

6) 20 30 40 ?

7) 15 20 25 ?

8) 10 8 6 ?

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Identifies/Recognises patterns in numbers, 
events and shapes. Expands them and 
discuss their rules. (Solves 7-8 examples 
correctly.)  

3

Identifies/Recognises patterns in numbers, 
events and shapes. Expands them and 
discuss their rules. (Solves 5-6 examples 
correctly.)  

2

Identifies/Recognises patterns in numbers, 
events and shapes. Expands them and 
discuss their rules. (Solves 3-4 examples 
correctly.)  

1

No expected response. 0

Teacher Instructions : Draw patterns (from the table) on the blackboard and ask student to complete 
it in his notebook. Record student response as per Rubric scale.

Learning Outcome No. 7 : Represents informations with the help of pictures and interprets 
simple information by looking at visuals using given data.

 3) By how much more number of rickshaws than trucks 

in the parking lot? 

 4) Which vehicle is less in number than car in parking 

lot?

 5) In the parking lot which vehicles are same in 

number?

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Interprets simple information. 
(Solves 4-5 examples correctly.)  

3

Interprets simple information. 
(Solves 2-3 examples correctly.)  

2

Interprets simple information. 
(Solves 1 example correctly.)  

1

No expected response. 0

Teacher Instructions : Show this picture to student and ask qustions one by one. 
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Learning Outcome No. 8 : Identifies and relates two - dimensional shapes to three - dimensional 
shapes. Describe their properties based on number of faces, corners and edges etc.

Assessment Rubric : 

Rubric Criteria Scale

Identifies no. of Surface, Edges and 
Corners correctly. 
(7-8 responses are correct.)

3

Identifies no. of Surface, Edges and 
Corners correctly. 
(5-6 responses are correct.)

2

Identifies no. of Surface, Edges and 
Corners correctly.  
(3-4 responses are correct.)

1

No expected response. 0

Teacher Instructions : Use birthday cap, cubical object and brick. Ask student to observe these 
things and then ask the No. of faces, edges and corners of each thing. Record student response as 
per Rubric scale.

Activity : Measurement.

Sr.
No.

Three
dimensional 

object

Face Edges Corners

1)

2)

3)


